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1. Each student has to sign and give to laboratory supervisor the lab safety form which 

reads, in writing with name- surname- student number and date. 

2. Attendance compulsion is 80% at least for the applied laboratory lesson in one 

semester. If a student fails, come in late or not to come in laboratory, they will be treated 

as failure from the lecture. 

3. Make-up experiments will be available for only provided that health reports with the 

reason of failing to attend and every student has only a one make-up experiment 

right. 

4. Students must come to the lab with white lab coat, lab goggles and gloves. If a student 

does not come to the laboratory with these items, or not to follow the laboratory 

supervisor rules, they will be dismissed, treated as failure. So they must take the make 

up exam for this situation or in case of an emergency or unavoidable problems such as 

an illness requiring hospitalization mainly as mentioned above in explanation 3. But 

students must never forget to have only a one make-up experiment right. 

5. Students must study the experiment they will do according to the experiment cycle or if 

any preliminary study is necessary to be done, they must prepare it before coming to 

the laboratory. 

6. KIM1170 General Chemistry Laboratory Manual can supply from the bulletin section of 

the lecture supervisor or etc. in art and science faculty address. General Chemistry 

Laboratory Manual in Turkish could be bought from the bookstores in Davutpasa 

Campus. 

7. The sections related to students must be filled and pasted his/her last photo to the first 

page of laboratory manual. 

8. The students repeating the laboratory have to come to laboratory and responsible for 

the 80% attendance compulsion at least as mentioned above in explanation 2. 

9. Laboratory experiment group lists were published on www.kml.yildiz.edu.tr at beginning 

of period. Also it can be followed from the bulletin board of the laboratory. 

http://www.kml.yildiz.edu.tr/

